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UN Announces Sixth Revised Edition of GHS 

The United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) just announced the official 
publication of the 6th revised edition of the Globally Harmonized System of Classification and 
Labelling of Chemicals (GHS, Rev.6). The newest revision of GHS reflects the amendments 
adopted on 20 February 2015 during the 7th session of the Committee of Experts on the 
Transport of Dangerous Goods and on the Globally Harmonized System of Classification and 
Labelling of Chemicals. Among the many changes included in the 6th revised edition is the 
creation of a new hazard class, desensitized explosives, which will be added as a new Chapter 
2.17 in Part 2 of the GHS “Physical hazards”. Regarding safety data sheets (SDS), the 6th 
revision changes section 9 of Annex 4 “Physical and chemical properties and safety 
characteristics” of the GHS, including detailed additional instructions about the properties and 
safety characteristics presented in the newly created table A4.3.9.1 “Basic physical and 
chemical properties”. In order to improve the graphic representation of the labelling elements on 
small packages and to differentiate the inner packaging labelling from outer packaging the last 
revision of GHS contains a new example No 8 in Annex 7 of the GHS. 

 

We appreciate your interest in global chemical regulations and we are happy to have you as our 
guest! 

Not yet an Ariel WebInsight user? 

Ariel WebInsight users receive comprehensive global regulatory data whenever they access 
their account. But that's just the beginning! Ariel WebInsight is an online chemical regulatory 
compliance reference tool that puts global chemical and substance compliance information one 
click away. WebInsight's intuitive web browser interface provides access to accurate, 
comprehensive, up-to-date, usable regulatory content. 

WebInsight saves EH&S and product stewardship professionals valuable time as it eliminates 
the need to manually research regulations from multiple sources, scattered across numerous 
websites and/or published in a variety of formats, instead providing global chemical regulatory 
content in one central, searchable, user-friendly repository. 

To learn more, or to schedule your personalized demonstration and free trial, please click here. 

http://3ecompany.com/products-services/regulatory-research/ariel-webinsight
http://offers.3ecompany.com/ariel-webinsight-information-request.html

